Welcome to the May/June issue of the FreeBSD Journal. In this issue, we delve into using our favorite open-source operating system on one of the world’s most popular educational computing platforms—the Raspberry Pi.

Tom Jones kicks off things with an “Introduction to Hardware Hacking on FreeBSD,” followed by Benedict Reuschling’s “Running Incinga2,” which describes how to use FreeBSD and an RPi for systems monitoring.

Finally, Roller Angel of the FreeBSD Foundation takes a step away from the RPi and explains how to run a Media Server using FreeBSD.

FreeBSD is an ever-evolving, open-source project, and changes are committed to the code base daily, as Steven Kreuzer details in his farewell “svn Update” column.

This seems like an appropriate place to thank Steven for writing many such excellent columns over the years. The project is ever changing and continues to welcome new developers such as Doug Moore and Sergio Carlavilla, both of whom are featured in Dru Lavigne’s “New Faces of FreeBSD” column.

The FreeBSD Journal’s Editorial Board is also undergoing some changes. Brooks Davis and Steven Kreuzer will rotate off the Editorial Board, and we thank them for their help in recruiting authors and shepherding articles over the past three years. Kristof Provost joins the Editorial Board and has already begun helping to plan issues for the upcoming year. Lastly, George Neville-Neil is entrusting the board chair reins to John Baldwin. George has chaired the Editorial Board since the Journal’s inception. The Editorial Board and the Foundation thank him for that and are pleased he will still participate as a member of the board.

The newly configured FreeBSD Journal Editorial Board will continue to deliver quality articles and columns about FreeBSD to our growing community. Even if you are not an official Editorial Board member, know that we welcome suggestions for issue themes, articles, and authors to write them.
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